Circuit’s

Candidate
Retention
Report
What candidates in the IT
industry want from
employers

“You’ll gain an insight into
what your employees want!”
The purpose of the
study is to determine
what factors impact an
employee’s decision to
stay in a role. The study
is a deep dive into client
retention and what
makes an employee
satisfied in a role.

Listen and learn...
As part of CircuIT’s Growth
Program, we are taking a deep
dive into our candidate database
to provide you with a series of
findings with respect to job search
behaviours/drivers, and employee
retention strategies.
The study will be split into
two sections: Section A will be
centred around what drivers
and motivators are critical to
candidates seeking a new role, in
FY2020.
Section B will be centred around
drivers and motivators critical to
sustaining employees, in line with
increasing a company’s retention
rate.

This paper is a tool for employers
to learn and reflect on workplace
trends and feedback for a more
productive and collaborative
workplace.

The survey was
distributed to a
sample of 13,000
candidates in the
IT market.

We’ve broken this
Key
insights . report into areas:
Section A,
Seeking
&
Section B,
Retaining

Section A Will be centred
around what
an employee is
looking for in the
Seeking
We asked employees
job
seeker
market.
what drives them to
apply for a role or what
What attracts an
makes them want to
work for a company.
employee to apply
What factors drive
their job seeker
for
a
role?
behaviour?

What is an
employee looking
for in FY2020?
It’s no secret that the recruitment
market is becoming increasingly
decentralised with employees holding
more of the power.
In a considerably consumer-driven
marketplace, we’re looking into the
most important factors for employee
satisfaction.
We asked employees what they are
looking for when in the job seeker
marketplace. And…. the results are in.

Growth & progression
opportunities
were viewed as
most important to
employees in a new
role.

Employees want to feel that they are
progressing with their career. They
want to see a clear trajectory towards
achieving their career goals. Taking a
new job should be a step forward or
(upward) on the career ladder.
With remuneration, location and flexible
work, close behind. Although employees
are more thoughtful in their workplace
aspirations, salary is still important to
new job seekers. The location and ability
to work flexibly is increasingly important
to employees.
More people are demanding flexible
work arrangements as the way we
conduct work is changing. An everincreasing demand for work-life balance
includes an increase in demand for
flexibility with people fitting their work
commitments around their family.
Location is also paramount as it
dictates the additional labour (often
unremunerated) required when taking
on a new role.
More staff are asking for flexibility in the
hours they work, the locations they are
able to work from and the time they can
take off work.

Question: What best motivates you at
work?
01. Nature of the work
02. Remuneration
03. Praise
04. Other
05. Incentives

63% of employees found the
nature of the work was their
top motivator.
With only 18% of employees
finding remuneration a
motivator at work.
Employees are looking for
more than an extra 0 at the
end of their annual salary.
They want to enjoy their
time at work!
The average person spends
1/3 of their life at work, over
90,000 hours! There is no
wonder employees want
enjoyable work.

63

What most
inspires you
to want to
work for
a new
company?

With 28.4% of employees finding a new challenge the most
important factor driving them to choose one company over the
other.
There is an increase in demand for a sense of achievement
and satisfaction from the nature of the work, which has made
employees more targeted in their job hunt.
A *PNAS study conducted found that once a person makes
about $75,000 a year, income no longer has an effect on
happiness.
There is an increase in the importance of satisfaction in
employee’s day to day roles, as salary doesn’t correlate as
strongly to job satisfaction. Satisfaction is highly influenced by
a person’s sense of achievement in a role, whether the work
provides the opportunity to utilise skills and abilities.

*High income improves evaluation of life but not emotional well-being
Daniel Kahneman, Angus Deaton
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Sep 2010, 107 (38) 16489-16493; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1011492107

Why
Employees
Stay...

What drives employee behaviour We refer to a *Harvard Business

Review study into staff retention,
that found; “If management
concentrates on understanding
why employees stay, then they
can act to reinforce the right
reasons and stop reinforcing the
wrong reasons”.

*Flowers, V, Hughes, C 1973, Why Employees Stay, Harvard
Business Review, viewed 18 November 2019, <https://
hbr.org/1973/07/why-employees-stay>.

Section B Will be centred
around drivers and
motivators critical
to sustaining
Motivators
We asked employees
employees,
in
line
what drives and
motivates them to stay
with increasing
in a role.
What is it that prevents a company’s
them from re-joining
the job seeker market? retention rate.

What do you like the most
about your current role ?
or a role you have enjoyed in the past?

#1 Management

#3 Nature of
the work

Almost a third of
employees reported
management was what
they had enjoyed most
about their job.
Management have a huge
impact on the culture of
the workplace, staff
satisfaction and retention.

The complexity or
fulfillment of the actual
work provides a level of
stimula-tion and
enjoyment for the
employee.

#2 Culture
Alignment with culture
helps new employees to
achieve professional and
personal goals. Which leads
to better job satisfaction.
Culture is often difficult to
change.

A sense of fulfillment
correlates to overall job
satis-faction.

#4 Challenges
Developing a skill set
provides employees with
a sense of achievement
and career progression.
Challenges need to be
realistic and the right
resources need to be
allocated.

v

What is your favourite part of coming to
work each day?
“34% of employees said that their
team was their favourite part of
coming to work each day.”

Employees want
to be challenged
in their work and
surrounded by a
team they enjoy
working with.

34
34% of employees said that their team
was their favourite part of coming to
work each day. Followed by challenges.
Employees want to feel appreciated,
respected and supported. It’s integral
that teams are carefully constructed
to ensure members benefit from the
collaborative nature.
The importance of who we spend
our work week with is increasing in
momentum.
People, nowadays, simply expect more
from a company than just a good salary.
And it makes sense! You’re spending at
least 40 hours a week with those you
share an office with.
Team morale is incredibly important for
staff retention and overall happiness.

45% of employees, reported that
management was what they
would change about a role they
have had in the past.
What do you most want to
change about a role you have
had in the past?
As a stand out response, it’s a huge
area for concern and easy to adjust!
The outcome of losing employees
means a lack of productivity, high
costs to the business and it also
severly affects staff morale.
Through insight ascertained during
exit interviews and ongoing human
resource assistance, managerial
friction can be rectified.
*Young Australian workers have an
estimated six careers throughout
their lifetime.
Losing employees is extremely
detrimental to culture, it causes
disruptions to productivity and effects
overall satisfaction.
*McCrindle, M 2018,
Australia in 2020: A Snapshot of the Future, McCrindle
Research, viewed 18 November 2019, < https://mccrindle.
com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Australia-in-2020-ASnapshot-of-the-Future.pdf>.

How to reduce
Attrition...
How you can implement employee You’re looking to recruit but also
to retain! It’s no denying high
insights to keep staff from
staff turnover is detrimental to
walking out the door
a company. Leading to financial
loss, productivity loss and lower
staff morale. Taking an active
role in ensuring staff feel their
needs are met leads to higher
staff retention.
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Listen to your employees and take
action before it’s too late...
With the increasing demand for a sense
of achievement from the actual work,
there is a need for employers to deliver.
Providing employees with challenging
work and an opportunity for growth
is paramount to satisfied, stimulated
employees.
Ensure staff feel feedback is continually
welcome. Take on board criticisms
and implement feedback to ensure
staff continually feel supported and
encouraged.
When someone resigns do a thorough
Exit Interview. Make sure the ex-employee
feels comfortable and use their feedback
as important information, crucial for
retaining existing employees. They could
give you an insight into the employee
psyche and raise a range of issues that are
not common knowledge to management.
Ask new hires their career goals and
ensure employees feel supported in their
roles. Employees that feel their goals are
recognised and their career path is filled
with opportunities to progress, have much
lower attrition rates.

About Circuit.
Circuit is about making a difference. We’re dynamic, enthusiastic and hungry, yet take
our career seriously. We began this journey with a mission to spark real connections
between people - connections that nurture growth, build strength and last a long time.
We know that when you’re in the perfect role at the right workplace, you feel free to
be yourself. The same goes for employers when you’ve got a team that’s inspired and
challenged, the sky is the limit.
Website
www.circuitrec.com.au
Phone number
03 9245 0600
Address
Level 8, 287 Collins Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000
Australia

